
CENTRAL EUROPE  Name    Net worth     Sector

 Andrej Babis 

 $3.4bn 

  Agriculture, food  
       processing, agrochemicals

 Kristo Kaarman and  
       Taavet Hinrikus 

 $1bn  

  Finance

 Daniel Kretinsky

 $2.0bn

  Energy

 Toomas Annus

 $215mn

  Construction

 Pavel Tykac

 $1.3bn 

  Coal

 Karel Komarek

 $2.2bn 

  Energy and betting

Actually Slovak born, Babis (62) has become Czech 
finance minister and prime minister-in-waiting on 
the back of his giant Agrofert conglomerate – which 
he built out of a communist-era chemical importer 
– and his extensive media empire. Under pressure 
from a new conflict of interest law, nicknamed Lex 
Babis, he has put his assets into a blind trust.

The success of the entrepreneurial duo epit-
omises Estonia’s story of a tech-savvy, inter-
net-friendly economy, where it reportedly only 
takes  
a couple of minutes to file one’s taxes. Frustrated 
by fees charged by banks on international money 
transfers, Kaarman (37) with partner Hinrikus 
(36)  – who worked for another Estonian inter-
net wonder, Skype – set up peer-to-peer money 
transfer platform TransferWise, which now 
moves more than €1bn each month. 

Kretinsky’s EPH  has been snapping up Europe’s 
aging coal-fired fleet of power stations in a risky 
bet that governments will make hefty ‘capacity 
market’ payments to keep the lights on. Last 
year, Kretinsky (41) bought out his partner Patrik 
Tkac of Slovakia’s J&T Group, and then sold a 
31% stake in the spun-out EP Infrastructure for 
a reputed $1.6bn to a consortium of investors  
led by Australia-based Macquarie. 

Founder of Estonia’s leading builder Merko 
Ehitus, Annus (57) has been a regular in the top 
five of the Baltic state’s richest people. A stain 
on his career sheet is the conditional prison 
sentence he received in 2013 for corruption.

Tykac (52) is today known for owning Czech Coal, 
though he made his name and fortune in the 
early 1990s coupon privatisation programme by 
launching hostile takeovers via his Motoinvest 
vehicle. He’s still finding it hard to shake off this 
reputation – Oxford University recently rejected 
a proposed donation from him worth £1.4mn to 
continue teaching Czech studies because of a 
Swiss police probe of his 1990s dealings. 

Komarek (48) started out investing in the 
oil and gas sector during the early 1990s 
coupon privatisation programme. His KKCG 
private investment group has now moved into 
entertainment (the Saska Group owns lotteries 
across Europe) and into venture capital funding  
of smart technology startups. 
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 Sandor Csanyi 

 $1bn

  Finance, Food processing

 Aivars Lembergs 

 $130mn

  Property, logistics, media

 Nerijus Numavicius 

 $1bn

  Retail

 Laszlo Bige 

 $635mn

  Fertilisers

 Gyorgy Gattyan 

 $600mn

  Adult services

MOL CEO-chairman Sandor Csanyi built his 
fortune in the 1990s by purchasing shares in 
OTP with loans from the bank. Csanyi remains 
focused on OTP expansion, and his agriculture 
and food industry businesses, including Pick 
salami.

Mayor of the Latvian port town of Ventspils, 
Lembergs (64) and his family are Latvia’s 
wealthiest people. Typically for an oligarch 
whose money was made early on during the 
murky years of Latvia’s transition to capitalism, 
Lembergs is still fighting allegations of corrup-
tion, money laundering, and controversial links 
to Russia.

Numavicius (50) started off with a small retail 
business with his brothers that has now ex-
panded to an empire spanning the Baltic states, 
Poland, Bulgaria, and Ukraine.

Bige is the owner of Hungary’s leading fertiliser 
maker, Nitrogenmuvek. This summer will see 
the fruition of a six-year expansion project of his 
flagship company’s production capacity to 1,450 
tonnes of nitrogen. 

Gyorgy Gattyan’s online adult content services, 
including the Live Jasmine site, have made him 
Hungary’s fourth richest man, but have brought 
him into regular trouble with the tax authorities. 
Despite victories at the European Court of Jus-
tice, Gattyan has had his assets repeatedly frozen 
by the Hungarian tax office. 
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SLOVAKIA

 Zygmunt Solorz-Zak 

 $2.6bn

  Communications, media, 
       energy

 Patrik Tkac 

 $415mn

  Finance and real estate

 Tomasz Biernacki

 $240mn 

  Retail

 Jaroslav Hascak

 $600mn 

  Finance, healthcare,  
       real estate, betting

  Ivan Chrenko

 $1.1bn  

  Real estate

 Solange and Krzysztof
       Olszewskis

 $210mn 

  Manufacturing

 Maciej Formanowicz 

 $170mn 

  Furniture

Solorz-Zak (61) – who worked for the communist 
secret police in the 1980s - might have more 
influence on the Poles than anyone else. He 
founded Poland’s first private commercial tele-
vision Polsat in 1992, and in 2011, he splashed 
out PLN18bn to buy mobile operator Polkomtel, 
which pioneered the use of LTE in Poland.

Tkac (43) leveraged his father Jozef’s communist 
banking links to set up J&T Finance Group with 
his friend Ivan Jakabovic, expanding later into 
banking, energy, engineering and the media. Last 
year Tkac sold a 10% stake in J&T to the murky 
CEFC China, in a deal that valued his company at 
€1.6bn; CEFC wants to raise its stake to 50%. 

Biernacki (44) launched the supermarket chain 
Dino in 1999, which soon grew to compete suc-
cessfully with established chains such as Jeronimo 
Martins. Dino’s PLN1.65bn (€390mn) IPO on the 
Warsaw Stock Exchange took place in late April.

Hascak (47) is managing partner of Penta Group, 
a onetime corporate raider now holding €8.5bn 
in assets, focused on  long-term investments in 
Central European financial services, healthcare 
and real estate. However, in Slovakia it is notorious 
for the Gorilla corruption scandal that finished off 
former premier Mikulas Dzurinda’s SDKU party. 

Famously media shy, Chrenko found himself in 
the headlines in April by becoming the first Slo-
vak to appear in Forbes magazine’s billionaires 
list through his HB Reavis real estate developer. 
Chrenko stepped back from day-to-day man-
agement in 2013, by which time HB Reavis had 
grown to become one of Europe’s top developers. 

The Olszewskis (both 66) have made Solaris the 
symbol of the rebirth of manufacturing in Po-
land, having earned an international reputation 
by making buses and trams that are ubiquitous 
in Polish cities and also exported to 26 countries. 

Formanowicz, 67, CEO of furniture maker Forte, 
began working in furniture companies under 
communism, and then bought a factory in Ostrow 
Mazowiecka in privatisation. Germany is an im-
portant market for Forte, but the company is also 
selling further west, to the Netherlands and the 
UK. 
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